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ASSOCIATE EDITOR'S
LETTER TO THE READER

Jerold Bozarth

This issue of the joumal will be my last official association with it although I will be availablc
to Jeanne for any help I might provide. My role as an Associate Editor was primarily thal of
helping with the transitio[ to a new editor and to serve as a link with the publisher which is in
Athens.

Jeanrle has the journal well in control and has more direct contact and a relationship wirh the
publisher than previously thought possible. It seems more expedient for her to deal directly with
them. I will be available if there are any glitches in the coordination with them.

It has also become clear that other work roles for Associate Editors are more important at this
time. I have suggested and encouraged Jeanne to immediately appoint two more Associate
Editors for other ksks. Following the mandate and freedom given to theeditorby the association,
she has engaged two of the editorial reviewers to work with her on the next issu€s in addition to
Associate Editor, Barry Grant.

I have appreciated the opportunity to contribute to the joumal, to be pan of the initiation of it
and to work with all of you. Thank you for your trust and suppon.

JDB



Policy Statement

The Person-Centered Joumal is sponsored by the Association for
Development of the Person-Centered Apploach (ADPCA). The publication
is intended to promote and disseminate scholarly thinking about person-
centered principles, practices, and philosophy.

All materials contained in The Person-Centered Joumal are the property of
the ADPCA, which grants reproduction permission to libraries, researchers,
and teachers to copy all or part of the materials in this issue for scholarly
purposes with the stipulation that no fee for profit be charged to the
consumer for the use or possession ofsuch copies.


